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Abstract
Thematic cartography is a major tool for earth sciences to present research results about various spatial
characteristics. When used correctly, maps enrich the content of publications. This study focuses on the quality of map
use in geoscientific publications. Maps of geology, geography, geophysics, meteorology and cartography were assessed
from Hungarian and international journals and posters. We measure the means of 1) quality of visual representation, 2)
presence of map accessorial and 3) quantity of topographic and thematic content with an objective system of criteria.
Statistical evaluation of the items reflects the map use habits of each field and common mistakes in map representations
are also revealed. Comparison of the Hungarian vs. international practice was primarily aimed, but the results reflect
the spatial variability of scientific mapmaking. This database and analysis draw attention to the objective criteria of
proper map use in scientific communication and may help authors to improve their maps’ quality.
Keywords: geosciences, map use, thematic cartography

THE ROLE OF THEMATIC CARTOGRAPHY IN GEOSCIENCES
Maps in geosciences have been fundamental tools of communicating spatial information for a long time. Through maps
scientists use cartographic visualization, which can be considered as geographic research and/or tool of spatial analysis
(Philbrick 1953, DiBiase 1990). The proposal framework of DiBiase (1990) considers maps as accessories of scientific
work: they are used when exploring the subject of a research, during the formulation of theories and conclusions, and
for final representation of the results. This makes a clear distinction between private visual thinking at the early phase of
a research and public visual communication when publishing. Although there are various views about emphasizing
different aspects of visualization authors agree that it is built up by a visual thinking and a communication-presentation
component (MacEachren 1994).
These theories were completed by the definition of (Cartography)3 that shows an expressive three-dimensional
connection between human-map interaction, presenting knowns/unknowns, private/public map use and
visualization/communication (Figure 1, MacEachren 1994). According to Kraak (2002) this process of geovisualization
and cartographic design have to be reviewed for usability, as these maps may be used for further analyses, generating
hypotheses or solve further problems.
DiBiase et al. (1992) and DiBiase et al. (1994) deals with visualization methods of Erath System Sciences built on this
foundation. Geoscience data visualization and interpretation have been hard in the past decades. The accelerating
changes in our global environment force geoscientists to search for new mapping methods to process the growing
amount of quantitative information. Sometimes the purpose of geoscientific thematic maps also changes, e.g. the
original aim of geological maps has been to gather information for mining industry, but nowadays the emerging and
growing sector of geotourism also widely uses these kinds of thematic maps (Albert 2019). Due to the geographical
context earth sciences has always needed thematic maps when presenting spatial information about research results. The
correct visualization of these spatial characteristics is inevitable to reach the third dimension of the cartographic cube –
(Cartography)3 – that means information-sharing public presentation (MacEachren 1994).
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Figure 1. The cartographic cube (MacEachren 1994). Thematic cartography in geosciences follow its principles: a
complete research includes all steps described in it
A map, when used in scientific publication, should thematically fit in the textual content, and should enrich it. It is an
extra task for scientist to take basic cartographic and visual rules into consideration. With correct and understandable
maps, their publications can earn multiple benefits, such as increased readership and wider dissemination. Measuring
the goodness of maps is not easy, since the map is considered good in many different ways. However, we can check
certain elements on a map (e.g.: scale, or a scale bar), which can help the reader to understand the map if exist, and if
not, the understanding of the map is harder. Although it seems obvious to include elements on a map such as
coordinates, title, legend and scale, we can see scientific publications sometimes presenting “maps” without them. The
preludes of this research have been taken place in the XXth Congress of the Carpathian-Balkan Geological Association
in Tirana, Albania, 2014. The idea of the evaluation system was established by Gáspár Albert attending the poster
section of this conference, and the initial set of data were also collected here concentration on geological maps. It was
aimed to find the most occurring phenomena that make maps less understandable.
This study aims to examine the maps of different geoscience branches focusing on these visual rules and map elements
rooting from cartographic rules. The classification of geoscientific maps declared by the ICA Commission on Thematic
Cartography in the 1970s (led by Emil Meynen) distinguish seven categories (Klinghammer and Papp-Váry 1983): 1)
morphometric, 2) geophysical, 3) geological, 4) pedological, 5) geomorphological, 6) hydrological and 7)
meteorological (climate) maps. Elements of this system refer to an individual science branch in geosciences, but some
are more, others are less represented in contemporary scientific journals. To evaluate, how different science branches
manage maps, we have chosen journals and conference posters from the field of cartography, geography, geophysics,
geology and meteorology to check, how they applied the universal rules of thematic cartography in them. The spatial
variability of map use was also supposed – there might be remarkable differences between each countries’ map design
solutions. We especially focused on the differences between Hungarian and international scientific literature.
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METHODOLOGY OF THE EVALUATION
Map evaluation system
Table 1. Criteria of the map evaluation system
A) Visualization
• Excellent: The map is designed to its purpose. The symbols are unique or appropriately selected to the topic. The
base map and the thematic content are in harmony. The printing quality matches with the resolution of the map.
• Medium: The content is readable, but the symbols are not designed to the purpose of the map (e.g. usage of
default colours, line types). Base map and thematic coverages are compiled differently. The printing quality
matches with the resolution of the map.
• Poor: The content is hardly readable due to inappropriate symbols (in vector-based maps), rough resolution (in
raster-type maps) or the bad quality of printing.
B) Type
• Overview: The map is for showing the location of the study area. It is a small-scale map, which can be solitary,
or in pairs with a main map.
• Main: The map shows the results of the research subject. It can be solitary, or in pairs with a main-, or a detail
map.
• Detail: The map shows the results of the research subject in large scale. It is always in pairs with a main map.
• *: in case of mixed types, use the * sign for the inferred, and "1" for the dominant type.
C) Accessorial (coordinates, orientation, scale, legend, name/title)
• When doing survey, put a checkmark in the proper column if the accessorial type exists on the map (consider the
captions of figures as names/titles in some cases).
D) Topographic content (put a checkmark in the proper column if the accessorial type exists on the map)
• Hypsography: contours, shaded relief, graded hypsometry, etc.
• Hydrography: water courses, lakes, rivers, channels, springs, wells, marshes.
• Road network: roads, trails, streets, etc. (manmade structures).
• Boundaries: delineator signs of administrational territories.
• Settlements: signs of human build structures/administrational units (i.e. cities, villages, farms).
• Names: geographical names (of natural and manmade objects).
E) Thematic content: in this criterion all existing map type from the evaluated set should be written. In our case:
• Geological, geophysical, geographical, geomorphological, meteorological, cartographical, ethnographical or
general, if there is no thematic content.
F) Base map type:
• Copy unreferenced: scanned raster from an existing map without citation.
• Copy referenced: scanned raster from an existing map with citation.
• Edited: edited topography/thematic base map content with references to the source of data.
• Vector: the base map seems to be edited but the data source is not indicated.
• No data: the base map exists, but there is no information about it.
• No base map
G) The nationality of the article’s first author
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Geoscientific map representations sometimes lack important marks that help the reader to understand the information.
When using cartographic methods, we need to find the balance between precision, quality of visual representation and
quantity of thematic data. Our method focuses on the quality of cartographic visualization in geosciences, measuring
these marks with the help of an objective system of criteria (Table 1). These included the quality of visualization, map
type, map accessorial, topographic content, coverage type and copyright rules. We also noted the nationality of the first
author of the publication to examine spatial variability. Using this system, we could give grades for each map for each
criterion.

Map sources
Table 2. Journal data from the database of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SCImago 2020)

The Cartographic Journal

Country:
Current H index 1:
Current quartile 2:
Total cites in 2018:

United Kingdom
25
Q2
132

Geodézia és Kartográfia
(Geodesy and Cartography)

Country:
Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

Hungary
7
Q4
2

Geoheritage

Country:
Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

Germany
21
Q2
264

Földrajzi Közlemények
(Geographical Review)

Country:
Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

Hungary
10
Q2
102

Earth & Planetary Science Letters

Country:
Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

The Netherlands
215
Q1
8720

Magyar Geofizika
(Hungarian Geophysics)

Country:
Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

Hungary
7
Q4
1

G
E
O
L
O
G
Y

Geology

Country:
Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

United States
189
Q1
4256

Földtani Közlöny
(Bulletin of the Hungarian Geological Society)

Country:
Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

Hungary
9
Q3
21

M

Quarterly Journal of the

Country:

United States

C
A
R
T
O
G
R
A
P
H
Y
G
E
O
G
R
A
P
H
Y

G
E
O
P
H
Y
S
I
C
S

1

An entity has an H index value of y if the entity has y publications that have all been cited at least y times (Hodge and
Lacasse 2011).

2

The set of journals have been ranked according to their SCImago Journal Ranking and divided into four equal groups,
four quartiles. Q1 comprises the quarter of the journals with the highest values, Q2 the second highest values, Q3 the
third highest values and Q4 the lowest values (SCImago 2020).
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E
T
E
O
R
O
L
O
G
Y

Royal Meteorological Society

Időjárás
(Weather)

Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

125
Q1
2843

Country:
Current H index:
Current quartile:
Total cites in 2018:

Hungary
13
Q3
59

The main data sources for the project were scientific journals of the five chosen geoscience branches. One Hungarian
and one international journal from each field were chosen. We used the last available issues and followed the articles
back in time until we reached nearly 300 maps per each periodical. We also assessed more than 100 maps from posters.
These were photographed either at the university or during attending conferences.
We have tried to reach balance between the fields of geoscience, so nearly 300 maps of each branch were assessed,
1509 in total. In Table 2, data about map source journals are available.

Evaluation process
Each journal issue was searched for maps. These were saved as files with a code name that helped the identification
later. If the papers were available online, print screens, if not, photographs were made. Each periodical got its own
folder with the figures waiting to be evaluated.
The assessment process was carried out by MS Excel software. Each science branch got two individual tables. In the
first, authors, the title, the name of the journal and the date of issue were noted for easier further identification.
Assessment records were stored in the second table. According to the evaluation system, the visualization, type,
accessorial, topographic content, thematic content, base map type and the nationality of the first author were examined.
All criteria (except the nationality) deals with the presence or the absence of a certain map feature, so presences were
marked with a ‘1’ sign.
When finishing the evaluation, the marks were summed, and each geoscience field got its statistics. These numbers
were separated then with the help of the ‘nationality’ column to produce data showing the trends of each.

RESULTS
After the investigation, the results can be separated into two groups: the map use habits of different geoscience branches
and the geographical differences between them.

Map use habits of the different geoscience branches

Figure 2. Results of map visualization criteria category
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In this section, we give an overview about the most interesting data of the evaluation. Our results showed that the
quality of visualization is nearly balanced. Surprisingly, maps from cartographic journals got the lowest, while maps
from geological journals got the highest excellent score (Figure 2). The quantity of accessorial and topographic content
show that these criteria and map elements are varying by the branch of geoscience and the applied thematic map type
(Figure 3 and 4). We can state that every science field use the basic map accessories and topographic elements wisely to
help the reader. The map types are also in a connection with the branches: e.g. while geology uses the most of overview
maps, it uses the leas main maps and vice versa for cartography (Figure 5).

Figure 3. Results of map accessorial criteria category

Figure 4. Results of topographic content criteria category
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Figure 5. Results of map type criteria category

Spatial variability of map use habits

Figure 6. The most common countries with first authorship with more than 20 maps evaluated. The four countries in
Figure 7 are highlighted
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Figure 7. The four countries with the most evaluated maps (number of maps in parentheses)
Countries with 20 or more evaluated maps are shown on Figure 6. The large number of Hungarian elements is caused
by the Hungarian journal per each branch. We have found that there is a large spatial variability in the map use habits of
different countries and cultures (Figure 7). This can either mean specific but correct ways of visualization or solutions
that make the map hard to understand and should not be followed.

Figure 8. The visual quality of maps from Hungary and all other examined countries
The quality differences between maps with Hungarian first authors and international authors are depicted in Figure 8 in
percentages. The visual quality of maps with Hungarian authors (in the Hungarian periodicals) is much worse, than the
maps of other countries’ authors (in international journals). This usually mean bad resolution images, bad colour
chooses, missing map elements and other negative effects that worsen the interpretability of the map.
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We can state that most of the examined science branches have their typical thematic map type – or at least a typical set
of data that is presented. All map accessories, map types and thematic contents are in a relation with this specific theme.
The visual quality of geoscience maps is nearly balanced. Geological and geographical journals have the largest H
index values – it is reflected by the maps too: a larger H index may mean stricter editorial rules and better map quality.
Countries with developed scientific life publish better maps. There are lots of articles and figures from developing
countries, but the tradition of scientific publication is weak. Because of this, some visualization methods do not meet
the requirements of “excellent” quality. In the case of Hungary this is also valid. Despite being in Central Europe,
especially national earth scientific journals have less strict editorial rules – this leads to worse visual quality and missing
elements of maps. The trends in the H indices of journals is nearly the same as internationally – higher values are also
connected to better map quality.
By analysing these statistics, the examined geoscience branches can draw their own conclusions: what are their
common mistakes, how can they develop their map communication skills. It is also true for each countries or cultures.
Everyone can use this methodology to enhance self-assessment too. By applying this evaluation model, one can
examine his/her own map before publishing. As the dual aim of scientific publications to bring science closer to
professionals and laics too, we need to keep visual and cartographical norms to succeed.
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